Your Breed’s Temperament

Owner name__________________________________     Date ________________________________
Dog (call) name_______________________________      Breed _______________________________

1. For a **PUREBRED** dog: Please write a brief description of your BREED’s temperament (from the parent club breed standard).

2. For a **MIXED BREED** dog: please tell us about your dog’s temperament (happy, cheerful, eager to work, shy, friendly, protective, independent, confident, stubborn, reserved around strangers, etc.).

If your dog **does not** pass the ATT this time, there are some tips on the ATT web page. See: “Exposing Dogs to Sights, Sounds, and Surfaces” at: https://www.akc.org/akctemptest/

DOG OWNER KEEPS THIS FORM. DO NOT SEND TO AKC.
FOR MORE INFO ON YOUR BREED’S TEMPERAMENT, see: www.akc.org/akctemptest/